
Modular Shell Scheme Specification  
 
The shell scheme will be ready for interior decoration on Monday 7 February at 1200hrs. 
 

Please remember that the shell scheme that is built is inside the space booked. 
 

Wall Panels  

The structure consists of 2.5m high back and dividing walls made from 3mm thick Foamex panels.  These panels are supported by 
white Modular poles, which have a diameter of 40mm and therefore sit proud of the panel by 18mm.  It is essential that these 
dimensions are taken into consideration if building an interior to the shell scheme.  Please contact the BDC for more exact 
calculations relating to a specific stand. The walls are finished top and bottom with cross rails. 
 

The graphic panel is 2.34m (height) x 950mm (width). 
 

The wall panels are non-loadbearing, but lightweight display material may be attached to them with Velcro (only on the Foamex 
panels and not on the metal work) or blue tack.  
 

If any damage occurs to panels the Business Design Centre will charge the stand holder the full panel price. 
 

Ceiling 
A 1m square criss-cross ceiling grid will be supplied to each stand that can be used to attach light fittings.  Stands that cover a 
large surface area may require internal support posts. 
 

The height to the underside of the ceiling grid is 2.43m. 
 

Fascia 
A 175mm deep fascia will be fitted to each open front.  Clearance from the floor to the underside of the fascia is 2.2m. 
Intermediate fascia support posts will be placed at intervals of no more than 4m.  Exhibitors with stands over 4m in length 
should contact the Venue Services Manager to discuss the position of these extra support poles. 
 

NB. No wording or logos other than the Nameboard provided by the Organisers may be applied to the fascia. 
 

Nameboard  
A nameboard with the exhibiting company name and stand number will appear on the fascia on each open side of the stand. 
The name is taken from the contract, should you wish to check or change please let Saina know immediately.  Any changes 
made on-site will incur a charge of £25.00 from the contractor.  
 

It is helpful for visitors if the company name on the stand is the same as the catalogue entry. 
 

Carpet 
The BDC is a permanently carpeted venue with dark grey carpet.  
 

If Exhibitors wish to provide their own carpet, they must first lay floor flats or a platform. This must also be finished with 
metal/plastic edging trim. Carpet or vinyl must not be laid directly on top of carpet.  NB: Most carpet contractors sell their 
carpet outright; exhibitors are required to make arrangements to remove their stand carpet from the venue. 
 

Lighting & Electrics  
There is no lighting or electrics supplied with Modular Shell stands. Organisers recommend that you order lighting for your 
stand due to the show ending at 9pm on two evenings. To order electrics please use the BDC Online Ordering System. 
Remember to send the BDC a grid/layout to specify location of your electrics otherwise they will be placed at BDC’s discretion. 
Should you wish to move the location onsite, there will be a fee. 
 

Extras 
For a complete range of shell scheme components available for Modular Shell stands and to order, please use the BDC Online 
Ordering System. 
 

For more information, contact: 
 

 

 
 
 

 

Organiser - Montgomery Group Venue Services/ Shell & Electrical Contractor - BDC 

Kate Bridle – Operations Manager 
T: +44 (0)207 886 3088 
E: kate.bridle@montgomerygroup.com  

Jack Williams – Venue Services Manager 
T: +44 (0)207 288 6485 

E: jackw@bdc.london 
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Modular Shell Scheme Visual & Dimensions 
 

 
 
 
 

*This is for visual purposes only. Your stand dimensions may be different* 


